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Micro-Joes
Oregon’s Artisan Coffee Roasters
By now, Oregonians are
steeped in craft beverages,
from wine to beer to “hard A.” In the realm
of alcohol, micro-production, perhaps ironically, has become a huge growth industry,
providing a wide range of flavor profiles, artfully conceived and passionately promoted as
an indelible imprint on our state’s identity.
Quietly percolating in the background,
however, a surge of small-batch coffee roasters throughout the area is delivering a variety
and depth of flavors and a profile that fits
perfectly in our region’s homegrown craft
beverage world. Like micro-breweries, wineries and craft distillers, here the focus is
on sustainability, integrity in sourcing, perfecting production, striving for the highest
levels of quality, community commitment
and educating the customer. And the coffeeMain Ingredient

house experience, with roots in Old World
medieval times, is ideally situated in the
New World of the Northwest as a community gathering spot and an edgy locus of a
“grounds up” regional identity.
Ashland’s Noble Coffee Roasting, perhaps true to its name, is unabashedly proud
of its mission as a “small-batch roaster of the
world’s finest organic coffees,” states founder
Jared Rennie. His goal is to “source the best
sustainable coffees that exist, roast them to
their highest potential, then help our wholesale and retail customers brew the best cup
possible.” Rennie worked as a barista in college, took a detour as a Spanish teacher while
home brewing and roasting, and turned a
hobby into a business, first with a 12 kilo
Probat roaster in his garage producing and
handing out samples to friends, finally open-

Jared Rennie, Founder, Noble Coffee, completes
the roasting process by cooling off the latest
batch of beans.

ing his store in May 2009 with business partners Steve & Kelly Sacks and Caleb Peterson.
Rennie sees his company as a component of the “burgeoning high-quality food
scene” in Southern Oregon. “Thankfully,”
he observes, we’re seen as an integral part
of that movement,” as he is “humbled by
the overwhelmingly positive reaction” from
customers. As with others in his field, educating consumers is a big challenge, “letting
our customers know what makes us different. “To some extent, coffee is coffee – just
like wine is wine, cheese is cheese, etc. The
problem is, that’s not totally true – not all
coffee is created equal… we’re not just trying to be good; we aim to be one of the best
coffee companies in the world; now we just
have to show folks what that means.” Rennie himself likens his industry to the other
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micro-beverage sectors, pointing out that
years ago – in the average customer’s mind
– there was only “red” and “white” wine. Today lots of folks know the difference between
a Cabernet Blanc and a Chardonnay. In the
coffee arena, he notes, “there is a lot going
on right now. It’s mostly the micro-industry
that’s leading the charge.”
With a now busy shop in Ashland’s
historic Railroad District, Noble’s wholesale
business clientele includes over 20 local restaurants and B & B’s. Rennie buys organic,
fair trade beans and is part of a West Coast
buyers group that identifies the best sources,
with his focus on sustainability extending to
helping the lives and livelihood of growers.
It helps to speak Spanish, as he does, and in
working with farmers in a village called San
Ignacio, brought in school supplies for local
children and a computer for the producers
to help organize their business better during
a trip as a judge in the Bolivian Cup of Excellence competition in the same year. The
company sets down its rules like this: it is
“socially-responsible, quality-driven and environmentally conscious,” explains Rennie.
He says that directly assisting Latin American growers with their businesses drives up
quality – and thus the prices they can command. Similarly, for Noble, the idea is to
“buy the best raw goods and see if we can
eke out a living there in the middle,” while
“seeing if the customer is willing to learn and
pay more too.”
Rennie spends time “going to origin”
and explains how he “can talk to producers
in Columbia and pass along those experiences when (he’s) behind the coffee bar.” “That’s
the beautiful thing about micro-roasting,” he
says. While the customer can see the roaster working, “you can see where your food
comes from.”
Wandering Goat Coffee in Eugene’s
Whitaker neighborhood is both a retail establishment, offering in-house vegan baked
goods, organic soups, beer, and tea along with
a variety of single origin and blended coffees,
and a cafe. It also sells wholesale beans to
grocery stores, restaurants and – like many
of its peers – provides barista training and
sells and repairs coffee and espresso equipment. Its funky location features live music,
poetry as well as recurring movie nights and

“Heckler’s Night,” where “you get a chance to
use your outside voice inside.”
Wandering Goat also derives its
uniqueness from a “’no compromise’ approach to both quality and sustainability,”
says founder and owner Michael Nixon. “We
spare no expense in our pursuit to achieve
the highest quality, most sustainable products, services and business.” The company
uses single-origin coffees, that is, from specific geographic areas, sometimes from single
farms; they are then roasted in ways to bring
out their particular characteristics, separately
and as blends. Working directly with farmers and “cupping” samples from all over the
(coffee) world, they choose green beans for local taste profiles, seasonality and fair trading
practices with farmers. Some of their products include single-origin Bolivia ‘Caranavi’,
a mildly acidic, full-bodied medium roast;
and Ethiopia ‘Sidamo’, with a heavy body
and berry and chocolate notes; and their signature Chupacabra Espresso, a blend.
Craft coffee gurus are usually former
baristas and roasters who use their industry
experience as a springboard to new ventures
with vision. Nixon says that in his years
working for others, he “learned a great deal
about the relationship between coffee roasters and the retail establishment they serve.”
He saw many ways to “improve the connection between the roaster and the folks preparing the coffee. The better the relationship,
the better the coffee.”
First roasting out of his garage, Matthew Higgins started SE Portland’s Coava,
a roastery and coffee bar in 2009, because
he was “determined to live out his dream of

roasting coffee for his community of family
and friends,” says best friend and partner
Keith Gehrke, after buying a coffee roaster
from an East Coast church café. The pair
had worked together as baristas and Higgins
gained an additional five years of roasting experience in Seattle and San Francisco. Now,
adds Gehrke, “with a focus on single-origin
coffees, Coava Roasters aims to provide quality coffee and the knowledge for optimum
brewing techniques.”
Coava is a purist’s dream. Says Gehrke, “We source and roast only single-origin
coffees, meaning we don’t blend any of our
coffees,” which come only from “very small
farms or micro lots from individual farms.
Most are exclusive lots to Coava.” They brew
only by the cup, consistent perhaps with
the micro-roasters’ standard of only roasting to order, using their original KONE – a
stainless steel filter Gehrke invented, which
they also offer for sale. Coava sells only one
size per item and does not feature syrups or
chocolate, “just simple coffee drinks prepared well.”
In a similar vein, Bend’s Lone Pine
Coffee Roasters, says owner Scott Witham,
employs a “culinary approach.” They “search
for coffees that delight and surprise on the
palate and roast to realize that potential.”
From a barista background in Portland, Scott
started home roasting and with wife Anna
started wholesaling locally and opened their
downtown café in 2009, now distributing to
restaurants, grocery stores and other coffee
shops. Their commitment to quality means
continuous improvement and “partnering
only with those who share our passion for a
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superb product.” Lone Pine “specializes in
unique, single-origin coffees that are roasted
to maximize their inherent flavors.”
The Original Coffee Brake Company, in Aloha, was founded in 1993 and
bought by current proprietor Cathy JacksonZellmer in 2008, who describes the venture
as a “small community coffee house,” where
4-14 pounds of green weight single-origin
coffee is roasted several times a week, “in full
view of the customer.” Cathy says her roast-

Rennie explains the merits of micro roasting and
the science behind roasting the perfect batch.
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ing methods are “part science, part art, and a
lot of practice.” She compares micro-roasting
to another iconic community business: “We
are like the neighborhood bakery making
small batches of high quality goods daily…
our freshly roasted beans often get ordered
straight out of the buckets where they rest
for several hours after the roast…We put
the date the coffee was roasted on the bag,”
rather than marking it with a “use by” date.
Jackson-Zellmer’s brand is KickAx
Coffee, a celebration of Oregon’s logging and
forestry heritage, and includes the distinctive
cold brew or “toddy” product, Kick Ax Cold
Brew – which she says was a “runaway hit”
at the 2009 first annual Coffee Fair in Portland, and a “redneck espresso” called Axpresso. One of Cathy’s motivations is uniquely
Oregonian: “Kick Ax Coffee is my way of
helping to ensure that people who come to
Oregon and want to purchase a coffee gift or
souvenir find a fresh, flavorful and fun alternative that not only celebrates Oregon, but
one in which the revenue flows back into the
Oregon economy.”
Cathy’s style of marketing for her retail and wholesale operation is aggressive but
personal. The company has a booth in the
weekly Beaverton Farmers’ Market and attends as many events as possible, sampling
her wares. There is a website and a Facebook
page to get the word out; tee shirts, bumper
stickers, like the one that exclaims, “This
Coffee KicksAx!” Other micro-roasters also
rely on interactive social media, websites
and more old-fashioned referrals. Says Noble Coffee’s Rennie, “The word about Noble
Coffee Roasting really is spread by word-ofmouth. Ever since we started, we knew that
if we created a product that was impressive
enough in and of itself, we wouldn’t have to
tout its qualities – our customers would do
that for us.” Lone Pine in Bend also attends
farmers’ markets and samples at grocery
stores which – like their café and their social media presence—boast wholesale business. But again, says Scott Witham, personal
is best: “Our enthusiastic customers telling
others about Lone Pine is by far the number
one way people hear about us.” For Coava,
industry recognition helps: all their coffees
have been rated 90 points or higher by the
respected website coffeereview.com. Other

professional and customer referrals as well
as a Twitter profile also bring business to
the doors of the Portland upstart. The mix
of retail and wholesale is a reciprocal stimulus to sales. Wandering Goat’s Nixon says,
“Our retail shop drives people to purchase
our beans we wholesale and our presence in
grocery stores and other outlets drive people
into our shop”.
Nearly every micro-roaster we talked
to said that one of their biggest challenges is
differentiating themselves in the customer’s
eye. As Lone Pine’s Witham notes, “Education is the most challenging aspect of wholesaling coffee. There are many misconceptions
about what makes a good cup of coffee. Understanding proper preparations, using quality equipment, cleaning and maintenance of
the equipment are all major obstacles. Partnering with businesses that share a passion
for coffee helps immensely when working to
present great coffee to the customer.” Says
Nixon of Wandering Goat, “A huge part of
our business is teaching people all the amazing things we have learned about coffee.
Everything from farming to roasting, grinding and preparation. There are a lot of very
important but complex facets of coffee. We
see it as our job to provide expertise to our
customers so that they can have the very best
coffee available”. Cathy at the Original Coffee Brake Company also points to financial
issues like the rising price of beans, new regulations and taxes and recent lease increases
as among the hurdles faced by her business.
She also feels the weight of being the single
driving force behind the company and was
recently heard telling John Kitzhaber, Gubernatorial candidate and a visitor to her
farmers’ market booth, “I am a workhorse.
I roast the coffee, sling lattes, pay the bills,
make the schedule, and just yesterday I was
spotted cleaning out the mop closet!”
Like many Oregon operators, all of
these businesses employ sustainable practices
like using compostable cups and bags, working with fair trade sources and buying local
when possible. Coava goes as far as selling
ceramic to-go cups for $15 that come with
a $15 in-store gift card. The shop is made
entirely of bamboo and earth-friendly products. Noble also uses compostable napkins,
recycled paper, sustainably sourced electricwww.OregonRLA.org
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ity, offers only organic milk and minimizes a driving force behind my desire to create rke. Eugene’s Wandering Goat plans to add
water usage. Lone Pine, says Bend’s Witham, a coffee brand that celebrates our state and retail locations and to expand its wholesale
is a “homegrown company that is uniquely contributes to keeping our consumer dollars business into new markets which, for Lone
invested in the local economy. Purchasing here and attracting consumer dollars from Pine means internet sales. There in Bend,
from local farms and businesses is an every- other states.”
as elsewhere, much anticipated growth will
day practice which supports and helps to
What does the future hold for such hopefully come from quality. Scott Witham
diversify local offerings.” Another way they companies? For some, ongoing struggles says, “We will continue to roast in small
epitomize the Oregon spirit is through what with the economy keep that an open ques- batches and put in the immense effort necesNoble’s Rennie calls connectedness; “Or- tion. At Original Coffee Brake, it’s not about sary to source amazing coffees and develop
egon to me signifies purity and quality of life. competing with big coffee chains, “but try- roasts that exhibit them at their best.” NoI think that what most of us as Oregonians ing to set ourselves apart,” observes Jackson- ble’s Rennie is ambitious about his compalove most about living here is feeling con- Zellmer. “We may not be bigger or richer, ny’s future, adding that “Noble Coffee Roastnected to our natural surroundings. Feeling but we are active members of our communi- ing will continue to be one of the premier
connected to where our coffee comes from ty and we seek to improve those relationships micro-roasters in the region, working with
is a big part of what we try to convey to our in order to better all of our lives in every way businesses from all over Oregon and northcustomers.” Again, education is key. “From we can…Our goal is not only to survive, but ern California to show the public what coffee
highlighting the unique characteristics of to thrive and see a resurgence of this type of is capable of.” And again, from Witham of
a Kenyan estate coffee to showing pictures community-minded business.” That includes Lone Pine: “I believe Oregon micro-roasters
from my latest trip to a farm we buy from, a commitment to employees, which for Coa- are here to stay. Micro-roasters are able to ofwe want our customers to know that even la’s employees may someday mean health in- fer a more diverse and flavorful experience
though our coffee comes from far away, they surance, benefits and “trips to coffee produc- that is custom-tailored to the preferences of
can feel connected to it.” Says Cathy from ing countries where we can learn more from particular communities and niche markets.
Original Coffee Brake, “Oregon is my home the coffee growers and also have a fun time This trend mirrors those in micro-breweries,
and I am proud of it. I think this pride was together,” according to partner Keith Geh- wines and specialty foods.” | JOEL POMERANTZ
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